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A: It's an image file of a.PNG image, probably a screenshot. "".PNG" is actually the extension used by PNG
images. According to Wikipedia, ".PNG" is a filename extension for Portable Network Graphic image file format.

If you want to know where it's located, just use the "Open With.." feature in the file manager.
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2af7b7d69322a7f3027a0d1f9edbe095ae379f4c0f9c7f6684ebff8b55bcf4b9cd
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d5b15fb5a9464f2d7ecab7eaf4b36d118150fb82ab4fe04cb8b3cf1407cf74f84 On Wednesday, the US
Transportation Security Administration (TSA) revealed a new $40 million plan to “win hearts and minds” of

Americans over in a new multimedia campaign called the Key to the Future. The initiative, which represents the
TSA’s top priority for the 2018 fiscal year, was highlighted by the agency’s Acting Deputy Administrator

Christopher Krebs during the Transportation Security Expo at the Texas A&M Transportation Institute in College
Station. “I think it’s an important part of our strategy because we need to earn the confidence of the travelling
public in our processes and our procedures,” said Krebs. The agency wants to make sure that its behavioural

screening methods stay effective through communication, and that its safety measures are implemented
clearly and efficiently through education. “We will be using a variety of tools to be able to reach a wide
audience,” Krebs told an audience of over 200 industry members from around the world. 6d1f23a050
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